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Italian in the no-man's land between stress-timing and syllable-timing?
Speakers are more stress-timed than listeners
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the one hand, [15] and [16] did not find consistent evidence
for polysyllabic shortening (only for two out of four speakers
in [15] and for one out of three speakers in [16]). On the other
hand, polysyllabic shortening has been found by [13] and [14].
This paper hence takes a new look at polysyllabic shortening
in Italian with a much larger population of speakers (N=24).
Furthermore, we compare the durational effect of polysyllabic
shortening to the durational difference between stressed and
unstressed syllabIes, a durational difference that is allegedly
very salient for the perception of stress in Italian (e.g., [17]).
Finally, we investigate the degree of spectral reduction.
In a second experiment, we test whether Italian listeners can
make use of durational differences due to stress or polysyllabic
shortening in online speech comprehension as the word
unfolds over time. While Dutch listeners have been shown to
use durational cues for stress perception [18] and polysyllabic
shortening [19,20], there are no perception data for Italian.
The perception experiments make use of a speeded
classification task with resynthesised stimuli varying in
duration only (cf [18]).

Abstract
How syllable-timed is ltalian? We investigate two contexts for
vowel reduction, unstressed syllables and syllables in
polysyllabic words. In a production experiment, a large sampIe
of speakers from Tuscany read di- and trisyllabic target words
with different stress placement in a sentence context. Results
showed vowel reduction in unstressed syllabIes, both in terms
of duration and spectral quality as well as polysyllabic
shortening (without spectral reduction). These temporal
adjustments are of similar magnitude as reported for stresstimed languages. Results of a two-alternative forced choice
task, however, showed little sensitivity to temporal patterns in
monosyllabic fragments. Hence, production patterns appear to
be more stress-timed than perceptual mechanisms which has
implications for duration models in speech synthesis.
Index Terms: ltalian, rhythm, stress, polysyllabic shortening,
duration models

1. Introduction

2. Experiment 1

Pike suggested to classify languages as either stress-timed
(e.g. English or German), where stressed syllables recur in
more or less isochronous intervals, or syllable-timed (such as
many Romance languages), where syllables recur in more or
less isochronous intervals [1].
One way to gain isochrony in stress-timed languages is vowel
reduction. In unstressed syllabIes, vowels are produced
considerably shorter than in stressed syllabIes. Furthermore,
stress-timed languages often exhibit polysy llabic shortening:
The duration of syllables in a word is inversely related to the
length of the word, i.e. the more sy llables a word contains
(e.g., mace, mason, masonry) the shorter its syllables [2,3,4].
Newborns are already able to telllanguages apart that belong
to different rhythm classes [5,6,7], even though acoustic
measures do not support the postulated isochrony (e.g., [8]).
Dauer argued that syllable-timed languages have regularly
recurring stress beats just like stress-timed languages, with the
only difference that those beats seem perceptually less salient
than those in stress-timed languages. She therefore does not
distinguish between syllable timing (a notion also judged to be
psychologically implausible by [9]) and stress-timing but
proposes a continuum from more to less stress-based
languages.
In this paper we study ltalian which has been described as less
stress-based [10,11]. Although it has discernible stress beats, it
shows considerably less vowel reduction than, e.g. German, a
more stress-based language. Word level prominence in Italian
is mainly associated with the duration of the vocalic part of the
stressed sy llable, which is also a property characteristic of
stress-timed languages [10,12,13,14]: Vowels in open (nonfinal) syllables are lengthened when they are stressed,
especially in penultimate position [13]. Vowel length is not
lexically contrastive in Italian. It has long been debated though
whether or not Italian also features polysyllabic shortening. On

Experiment 1 was a production experiment to investigate the
effects of stress and syllable number. In the stress condition,
the first sy llable of trisyllabic words, both stressed and
unstressed, is compared. In the syllable condition. the first
syllable in di- and trisyllabic words (stressed in both
conditions) is compared.

2.1. Participants
Twenty-four native speakers of ltalian from Tuscany, students
at Florence University (aged 21 to 38, 20 female) pmiicipated
for a small fee. They had no seU:'reported speech or hearing
deficits and were unaware ofthe purpose ofthe study.

2.2. Materials
Thirty words (3 pairs and 8 trip lets) were chosen from the
lcxical databasc BADlP [21]. Thc pairs containcd one
disyllabic and one trisyllabic word with the same initial (open)
syllable: 'capo - 'capita, 'vaso - 'va lido, 'vela - 'vedovo. The
second syllable in both words started with the same place of
articulation. In the triplets, another trisy llabic word with stress
on the penultimate syllable was included: 'caro - 'carico ca'rota, 'cavo - 'cavolo - ca'vare, 'fila - 'fisica - fi'dare, 'papa
- 'papera - pa 'pale, 'rapa - 'rapido - ra'pire, 'riso - 'ridere ri'sata, 'viso - 'visita - vi'sivo, 'vivo - 'vivere - vi'vace. The
three types of words were matched for lexical frequency
(disyllabic words 55/million, trisy lIabic words with
penultimate stress 66/million, trisyllabic words with
antepenultimate stress 12/million). Furthermore, we selected
30 filler items with two to four syllables and different stress
patterns.
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3.5. Discussion

[4J

The re ults of the Italian subjeets in the stress condition
cOIToborate that duration is a eue towards word stress in
Italian, 311 else being equnl. However, the e[fect of duration is
not very strong. Very likeJy, the controll ed factors pitch and
~ntensity also play an ~portant role (or a more important roJe)
m natural stress perception. On the other hand, Italian listeners
were not able to use durntional patterns of word fragments to
reliably predict the structure of the word (in tenns of its
number of syllabies).

[7J

Genem.1 Discussion

[8J

Our results clearly show !hat ltalian speakers shorten syll ables
when .!hey occur in longer words compared to when they
o~cur lJ1 shorter words. This effect was larger for low lhan for
lugh voweJs and comparable to the eiiects previously reported
for Italian [I3J and English [4]. Not surprisingly, durationnl
differences due to polysyUabic shortening were small er than
durational differences due 10 stress. What is more, lUlstressed
vowels are also spect:rally reduced, which is not die case for
reduction due to polysyUabic shorterung.
A speeded 2AFC task showed that the dur.lion of a
rnonosyllabic word fragment influenced responses in the stress
condition, a11 else being equaI . The longer the monosyll.bic
fragment, the more responses to the word starting with a
stressed syllable. However, the identification function is not as
ste~ as reported for Dut.eh in.a comparabl e e>.:periment [1 8J.
Tins suggests that Italian hsteners are less sensitive to
durational cues to word stress than listeners of more stressbased languages. Regarding the perception of polysyll.bic
shortening, Italian listerlers performed at chance level. In other
words, they were not able to use the durational differences for
identification (deciding whether the fragment sterns from a
disyll abic or trisyllabic word). Such an asynunelry between
production and percepti on ha s also been di scussed by [25].
Concelv.ably, Italian hsteners' reduced sensitivity to vowel
leng th differences may stern from the fact tl18t vowellength is
~ot phonem~c in Italian as it is in Dutch. Therefore, Italian
listeners mlght' not process vowel duration for lexical
a.ctivation. On the other hand, in non·lexical tasks, Italian
bsteners scored as high as Gennan listeners who have a
phonemie length distinction far same vowels. Trus task
~volved same-different judgl1lents on vocalic length contrasts
m CVC and CV:C syllabl es [26]. Therefore, we hypothesise
that Italian li steners are sensitive to vowel duration but da not
use it for prelexical or lexical processing.
In co~clusion. OUf resuJts show that Italian speakers alter the
durabQ~lal structure of words in a similar way as speakers cf a
stress-tuned language do (vowel reduction, polysyllabic
shorterung). On the OUler hand, ltaJian list,,,,ers do not use
durational Clles dtuing ollHne speech recognition. This
suggests that speech S)'Itthesis appli cations for ltalian need not
be as concemed wi th preci se timing of sounds as in other
languages (e.g ., [27]). Future research will have to investigate
oLh~r cues to word stress slieh as intensity ami pitch, as weUas
theJr respective weightiJlg with respect to duration - both in
the perception of nahlra} and synthesized speech.
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